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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a new approach to lip tracking for
lipreading. Instead of only tracking features on lips, we
propose to track lips along with other facial features such
as pupils and nostril. In the new approach, the face is rst
located in an image using a stochastic skin-color model,
the eyes, lip-corners and nostrils are then located and
tracked inside the facial region. The new approach can
e ectively improve the robustness of lip-tracking and simplify automatic detection and recovery of tracking failure. The feasibility of the proposed approach has been
demonstrated by implementation of a lip tracking system. The system has been tested by a database that contains 900 image sequences of di erent speakers spelling
words. The system has successfully extract lip regions
from the image sequences to obtain training data for the
audio-visual speech recognition system. The system has
been also applied to extract the lip region in real-time
from live video images to obtain the visual input for an
audio-visual speech recognition system. On test sequences
we have achieved a reduction of the number of frames
with tracking failures by a factor of two using detection
and prediction of outliers in the set of found features.

1. INTRODUCTION

It has been demonstrated that not only humans benet from visual input in speech perception and language
understanding, but also the performance of automatic
speech recognition systems can be signi cantly improved
by adding lip movement information to the acoustic data
[1, 2, 3]. A major problem of the previous systems was
the intrusive way in which the user had to interact with
the speech-reading systems. In order to acquire the visual
data the user had to wear head-mounted cameras or reective markers on his/her lips, or the relevant lip-region
had to be extracted manually.
Over the last 4 years, the Interactive Systems Laboratory has been developing lip-reading techniques to enhance speech recognition [4, 5, 6]. We have attempted
to achieve non-intrusive human-computer interaction and
free the users from these interferences from very beginning. We have been developing lipreading systems based
on a modular MS-TDNN structure. The visual and acoustic TDNNs are trained separately, and visual and acoustic information are combined at the phonetic level. In
the system described in [4], the data acquisition was automatic and without any marker on the user's face, but
the process required the speaker to position his lips in
a window shown on a workstation screen. In the system described in [5], we integrated a face tracking and a
lip-localization module into our system which allowed the
user to freely position himself/herself in the view of the
camera. The system is for speaker dependent continuous

spelling of German letters. The system has achieved error reduction of up to 55% comparing with the system
that only uses acoustic information. However, the neural
net based lip-localization module did not perform in real
time and could not be used online. The facial region had
to be stored and lip-localization and extraction was done
o -line, which slowed down the system signi cantly.
In this paper, we present a new approach to lip tracking
for lipreading. Instead of only tracking features on lips,
we propose to track lips along with other facial features
such as pupils and nostril. In the new approach, the face
is rst located in an image using a stochastic skin-color
model, the eyes, lip-corners and nostrils are then located
and tracked inside the facial region. A 3D model which
contains information about the relative 3D positions of
these features in a human face is used to detect outliers
in the set of found features, to predict the true positions
of outliers and to detect complete tracking failure. Therefore, the new approach can e ectively improve the robustness of lip-tracking and simplify automatic detection and
recovery of tracking failure. We have implemented the
approach in the lip-tracking module of our lipreading system. The new lip-tracker is able to nd and track lips in
real-time and allows online extraction of the lip region,
which constitutes the visual part of information for the
speech-reading system.
In the following section we will describe the methods for
locating and tracking the face, eyes, lip-corners and nostrils. In section 3. we will discuss detection and prediction
of outliers. In section 4. we will show results of the liptracker on image sequences that we recorded in our lab
and on sequences of di erent speakers from a database.

2. TRACKING THE FACIAL FEATURES
2.1. Why Tracking Six Features ?

For a lipreading system, it is essential to track the lip
region of the speaker. This can be achieved by tracking
the lip-corners. If we are only interested in tracking the
lip-corners, then why should we try to track more than
just the lip-corners? First, it is dicult to locate or track
lip-corners alone. In order to nd the lip-corners within
a face, we might have to search other facial features using certain constraints and heuristics. Some facial features are easier to locate than lip-corners. For example,
within a face, the pupils are two dark regions that satisfy
certain geometric constraints, such as position inside the
face, symmetry according to the facial symmetric axis and
minimum and maximum width between each other. Once
the eyes are located, the locations of the lip-corners can
be predicted. Second, tracking more features than necessary can improve the robustness of the tracking system.
Since we know the relative positions of facial features, it
is possible for us to use a 3D model to check if the found
features are in some way consistent and can detect outliers
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Figure 1. Iterative thresholding of the search window

in the set of found features and predict their positions in
the next frame.
In the proposed approach, we rst locate a face, then
search the eyes inside the facial area, next locate the lips
based on the found face size and eye locations, and nally
nd the nostrils. We will discuss these tracking procedures below.

Figure 2. Initial search areas for the lips, and
found lip-corners. The small rectangles mark the
predicted positions of the lip-corners.

2.2. Searching the Face

To nd and track the face, we use a statistical color-model
consisting of a two-dimensional Gaussian distribution of
normalized skin colors [7]. The input image is searched for
pixels with skin colors and the largest connected region
of skin-colored pixels in the camera-image is considered
as the region of the face. The color-distribution is initialized so as to nd a variety of skin-colors and is gradually
adapted to the actual found face.

2.3. Tracking Eyes

Assuming a frontal view of the face initially, we can search
the pupils by looking for two dark regions that satisfy certain anthropometric constraints and lie within a certain
area of the face.
For a given situation, these dark regions can be located by
applying a xed threshold to the grayscale image. However, the threshold value may change for di erent people
and lighting conditions. To use the thresholding method
under changing lighting conditions, we developed an iterative thresholding algorithm. The algorithm iteratively
thresholds the image until a pair of regions that satis es
the geometric constraints can be found. Figure 1 shows
the iterative thresholding of the search window for the
eyes with thresholds ki . After three iterations, both pupils
are found.
Because the thresholding value is adjustable, this method
is able to apply to various lighting conditions and to nd
the pupils in very di erently illuminated faces robustly.
Once the pupils are found, they can be tracked by simple darkest pixel nding in small search windows in the
following frames. These search windows furthermore can
be predicted using linear extrapolation over positions in
previous frames.

2.4. Tracking Lip Corners

To search the lips initially, the approximate positions of
the lip corners are predicted, using the positions of the
eyes, the face-model and the assumption, that we have
a near-frontal view. A generously big area around those
points is extracted and used for further search. Figure 2
shows the search windows for eyes and lips and predicted
lip-corners marked with small rectangles. The found features are marked with crosses.
Finding the vertical position of the line between the lips
is done by using a horizontal integral projection Ph of the
grey-scale-image in the search-region. Because lip line is
the darkest horizontally extended structure in the search
area, its vertical position can be located where Ph has its
global minimum.
The horizontal boundaries of the lips can be found by
applying a horizontal edge detector to the re ned search
area and regarding the vertical integral projection of this
horziontal edge image. The positions of the lip corners

Figure 3. Integral projection of the search-window
to nd the vertical position of the lips
can be found by looking for the darkest pixel along the
two columns in the search area located at the horizontal
boundaries. This approach to search the lip corners using
integral projections is based on ideas already described for
example in [8].
We have developped a method to track lip corners in realtime in an illumination-independent way. Our approach
consists of the following steps:
1. Search the darkest pixel in a search-region right of
the predicted position of the left corner and left of
the predicted position of the right corner. The found
points will lie on the line between the lips
2. Search the darkest path along the lip-line for a certain distance d to the left and right respectively, and
choose positions with maximum contrast along the
search-path as lip-corners
Because the shadow between upper and lower lip is the
darkest region in the lip-area, the search for the darkest
pixel in the search windows near the predicted lip corners
ensures that even with a bad prediction of the lip corners, a point on the line between the lips is found. Then
the true positions of the lip corners can be found in the
next step. Figure 5 shows the two search windows for the
points on the line between the lips. The two white lines
mark the search paths along the darkest paths, starting
from where the darkest pixel in the search windows have
been found. The found corners are marked with small
boxes.

2.5. Tracking Nostrils

Searching and Tracking the nostrils in our system is also
done by iteratively thresholding the search-region and
looking for 'legal' blobs. Similar to searching the eyes,
the nostrils can be found by searching for two dark regions, that satisfy certain geometric constraints. Here the
search-region is restricted to an area below the eyes and
above the lips. Again, iterative thresholding is used to
nd a pair of legal dark regions, that are considered as
the nostrils.
Whereas we have to search a relatively big area in the
initial search, during tracking, the search-window can be
positioned around the previous positions of the nostrils,
and can be chosen much smaller. Furthermore, the initial
threshold can be initialized with a value that is a little
lower than the intensity of the nostrils in the previous
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Figure 4. Finding horizontal borders of the lips,
using a vertical projection of the horizontal edgeimage of the lips

Figure 5. Search along the line between the lips
frame. This limits the number of necessary iterations to
be very small.

lip-corner positions. In these sequences the camera image contained not only the users face but also some background (our lab) and the user moved and rotated his head
a lot, but did not speak. Figure 6 shows some sample images of this set. Average location error for the lip-corners
on these sequences was 3 pixel in x-direction and 2 pixel
in y-direction as shown in table 1.
In addition, to obtain new training data for our current
audio-visual speech recognition system [12], we ran the
lip-tracking system on all sequences of a database of ten
di erent male and female speakers, which were spelling
words. The database contains ninehundred greyscale image sequences with a total of around 80.000 frames. In
these images faces of the speakers covered the whole
images. Because these images were only available in
greyscale, we didn't apply the search for the face (based
on color) but set the facial area manually to the whole
image for all images and did the search for facial features
on the complete images. Figures 7 show some sample images of this database. We labelled the lip-corners in ten of
these sequences by hand and compared it to the positions
obtained by the lip-tracking system. Average location error on these sequences was 4.3 pixel in x-direction and 1.9
pixel in y-direction (see table 1).

3. DETECTING OUTLIERS AND
RECOVERY FROM FAILURE

In order to build a robust usable tracking system, the
system has to be able to detect tracking failure and to
recover from it. In addition, to increase the robustness
of the system, we try to nd outliers in the set of found
feature points, and predict their true position in the next
frame.
Given the 3D locations of the facial feature points in a
simple head-model and their locations in the camera image, the rotation and translation (pose) of the head with
respect to the camera can be computed from these 3D- to
2D-point correspondences [9, 10]. The computed pose can
be described through a 3x3 rotation matrix R and translation vector ~t which maps the head coordinate system
onto the camera coordinate system.
Finding outliers in the set of found features can be done
by computing the head-pose using di erent subsets of all
found features for the pose computation and selecting a
best or most consistent subset of feature points. The features that are not included in this best set are considered
as outliers. To nd a best subset we used a method proposed by Gee & Cipolla [11]. Using this method, the subset that leads to the pose implying the smoothest motion
of the head is chosen as the best subset.
Once the best subset of features is found, the true position of an outlier can be easily predicted by projecting
its model point into the image, using the computed pose.
This prediction allows the system to recover from tracking
errors and leads to a more robust tracking of the feature
points.
To detect tracking failure, the average distance between
the back-projected head-model points and their actual
found locations in the image can serve as a measure of
con dence. Once this average distance exceeds a certain
threshold, tracking failure is considered and the system
searches all features again.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We have evaluated the lip-tracking accuracy on two different test sets: First we recorded four sequences of one
speaker in our lab (set 1) to hard disk and compared hand
labelled lip-corner positions with automatically tracked

Figure 6. Samples from set 1 (see text)

Figure 7. Samples from set 2 (see text)
set 1
set 2

# frames avg. face size Errorx Errory
950
110x140
3.2
2.1
839
256x256
4.3
1.9

Table 1. Average vertical and horizontal lipcorner localization errors in pixel (see text)
These results show, that we can track lip-corners in images
with di erent resolution of the lip-area and with di erent
illumination accurately. Even when the speaker is moving
or rotates his head, the lip-corners can successfully be
tracked. On camera images of size 160x120 pixel as used
for our current speech-reading system [12] the lip-tracker
runs at frame rates of around 25 frames per second.
In addition, we have examined the number of frames
where tracking failure occurred in the test sequences in
set 1 (sequences with head movement). The results are
shown in table 2. It can be seen, that by trying to detect
outliers in the set of found features and predicting their
true position in the camera image, as described in section
3., the number of frames with tracking failure can be reduced by almost a factor of two. This clearly shows the
usefulness of the technique in order to enhance robustness
of feature tracking.

method
# frames w. failure relative
no outlier-detection
79
15 %
outlier-detection
140
8%

Table 2. Number of frames with tracking failure
on set 1

Figure 8. The setup of the lipreading system
5. CONCLUSION

We have presented a new approach to track lip-corners
in real-time in a robust way. The basic idea of the new
approach is that not only the lips but also other facial features such as eyes and nostrils are tracked, which enables
the system to detect outliers and recover from failures using a 3D model. We have implemented the new approach
in the lip-tracking module of our lipreading system. The
new lip-tracker can extract the lip regions of a speaker in
a sequence of images from a video camera for our lipreading system in a non-intrusive way. Using the lip-tracker,
the lip-corners of the speaker are located and tracked as
soon as he/she appears in the view of the camera. The
system has been tested on a database that contains 900
image sequences of di erent speakers spelling words. The
system has successfully extracted the lip regions from the
images to obtain training data for our lipreading system.
We have also evaluated the robustness of the new approach. The experiment has shown that the number of
frames with tracking failures can be reduced by a factor
of two using outlier detecting and predicting technique for
the test sequences. We are currently working on evaluating performance of our lipreading system with the new
lip-tracker.
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